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Thailand--Temples

and GIs

Singapore, Singapore, to Bangkok,
Thursday, February 26
Around

capital

1 P.M. the group assembled

was transported

each passenger

in the hotel lobby and

by bus to the airport.

TIA was superb,with

pretty

flight

and delicious

of Thailand

Our short flight with

attendants,

snacks.

fresh leis for

In Bangkok

we were met

at the airport by Susy, a Thai tour agency representative
led us to our tour bus.
ridden congested
\ atory comments

streets to our hotel,

through

century

and Thailand.

us that it was here.in

Bangkok,

Siam that the romantic

story of Anna and

the King of Siam took place, more popularly
Broadway

musical

and the movie

A true story, the English
exotic

Imperial

Palace

Prince Chulalongkorn
Mongkut's

the humid fume-

she made several explan-

over the mike about Bangkok

Susy reminded
nineteenth

As we traveled

who

adaptation

school teacher,

in mid-

known today by the

as The King and I.
Anna, came to the

to teach King Mongkut's

son, Crown

and the other royal children.

death, Anna stayed on in the palace

Following

to help the Crown
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Prince become

the great king his father had aspired

with considerable
ruled 1851-68)

knowledge

a colonial

power.

Siam.

in southeast

his father's

Chulalongkorn
efforts

(Rama lV,

Due to these efforts,

Asia to remain free from

Siam's name eventually

which means free land.
continued

of the West, Mongkut

set out to westernize

Siam was the only country

to be.

changed

to Thailand

(Rama V, ruled 1868-1910)

to modernize

the country

and was

the first Rama to travel abroad.
We arrived

at the Metro Hotel hidden

behind

an old building

which was on a main avenue.

Its three stories needed

inside and out.

throughout

'l'hecarpets

and the chea.p furniture
distilled

was shabby.

water with disposable

and each room had a thermos

the hotel were well worn

There were stands of bottled

cups on each staircase

of purified

water.

could no longer drink the local water without
The hotel was full of American
a dozen or so lovely Thai girls.
groups of Americans

for months,

treating

with the younger
furnished

noisier

girls.

and had a bathroom

Not having
it intrigued

seen nor heard
me to come f,ace

orange

American

dialects.

to have a room to our-

our own peace

and quiet to being

Our small room was modestly

which included

a standard

After a meal of fried rice and vegetables
mandarin

it.

sailors on shore leave and

Once again Jen and I were fortunate
We "oldies" preferred

landing.

From now on we

to face with them again and to hear the various

selves.

painting

iuice, Jen and I decided

toilet.

and delicious

to retire early.

of us were going to take baths as there was no shower

Both

per see
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Jen soon discovered
faucet

the rubber

shower hose attached

had a mind of its own.

reptilian
screams,

monster,

After a lengthy

accompanied

Jen emerged

by derisive

from the deluge.

ping wet from floor to ceiling.
and we retired

to the tub

bout with this

monologues

The bathroom

and

was drip-

My bath was equally

traumatic,

in ~ fit of giggles.

A cardinal

rule of the overland

times as a precaution

against

athlete's

So it was here we began wearing

Bangkok
Fridav, February

was to have shoes on at all
foot and other diseases.

thongs even while showering.
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We were up at the crack of dawn and had the basic American
breakfast.
mainstay

(This egg with toast or bread breakfast

until we reached

have porridge
coffee

0

but it was so bitter

side to see a community
Buddha and the Marble

closed within

that we all converted

We would
show.

also be traveling
Following

would we

Some of us tried

that today we would be touring

and shrines.

Chulalongkorn,

Only occasionally

or dry cereal with goat's milk.)

Susy explained
temples

Turkey.

would be our

to tea.
Buddhist

to the country-

our tour of the Golden

Temple which was built in 1889 by King

we continued
a shack-like

to a reclining
structure.

Buddha which was en-

Lying on its right side,

this Buddha was about 160 feet long and 30 feet high.
surrounded

by smaller

t~ally covered

sitting

Buddhas.

It was

These Buddhas were par-

in flakes of gold leaf and fresh flower petals

lay in their laps.
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The custom was to remove one's
temple.

Once inside, worshippers

Buddha, bow several

shoes before

They would then qive of-

ferings of gold leaf and flower petals

followers

of the Hinayana

Buddhism
Gautama
prince

40 million

people,

Buddha.

so he sheltered

influences

and religion.

Siddhartha

set out to experience

But despite

in his travels.

Hoping

establish

him from outside

of a forty-five

a community

and death

to find the solution
his family,and

for Buddha

the Sangha,

to suf-

became

a

under a Bo

"enlightened."

year period

of monks,

wishes,

by the suffering

Six years later while sitting

tree in Buddh Gaya, India, he became
the beginning

Siddhartha

the world at twenty-nine.

was deeply disturbed

ascetic.

were

His father hoped

his father's

fering, he left his old life, abandoning
wandering

95.5 percent

He was born a castely

Nepal and reared in luxury.

he would succeed him as king,

siddhartha

Accord-

school of Buddhism.

(563?-483?B.C.), called

he observed

to the Buddha.

was founded by the Indian philosopher,

in southern

each

would kneel in front of the

times and pray.

ing to Susy, of Thailand's

entering

This marked
to teach

to continue

and

his work

in the Ganges Valley of India.
From the reclining
to see the cultural
revealed

Buddha, we were off by bus to the country

show at the Rose Garden.

lush green countryside

silhouetted

by shrines

and a skyline

and temples,
very plain.

The hour's

ride

intermittently

some splendidly

and delicate

and others

a fairyland,

but this was the real world of Thailand!

beautiful

I felt as if we had entered
It was all
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so mysterious

and infatuating.

At the Rose Garden,we
bamboo

theater

theater,

to be entertained

with a seating

with American

were quickly

exciting

and exotic--Thai

fighting

and various

gerous bamboo

by costumed

capacity

and European

boxing,

From the theater,
ing around a pond where

terrain

Thailand's

The performances

were

violent

sword

the dan-

long fingerna.il dance

the crowd moved to a wide grassy clearseveral

for logging

large logs lay and two elephants
These beasts of burden

in the interior

were

of the iungles where

and mire too deep for modern machines

Todav these animalsLdemonstrated
logging

mainly

much practice.

is often too rugged

and trucks.

This

of a hill tribe, including

grazed with their trainer nearby.
used primarily

Thais.

cock fighting,

dance and the graceful

both of which required

into a large

of 500, was packed

tourists.

dances

ushered

industry.

their worth to

with ease and agility

they stacked

the logs.
Following

the elephant

and a soccer team moved
tional

demonstration,

into the area. They practiced with ~~celP-

skill; the ball never touched

players'

hands were clasped

were practicing

the crowd dispersed

behind

for the Nontreal

the ground even though the

them.

I wondered

Summer Olympics.

We had some free time to enjoy the spacious
bouring

roses, tropical

beautiful

white pagoda

flowers
trimmed

if they

and pines.

grounds har-

I happened

in red, partially

pines and rose bushes on the edge of a peaceful

upon a

surrounded
pond.

by

It took

,---
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me back to my childhood
textbook.

when I saw such a serene

scene in a

Little did I know then that I would ever see the

real thing.
Upon returning
American

pop music

to the Metro,

we were greeted

and the shouts,

the GIs and their Thai girl~riends
hotel's

one redeeming

the afternoon

Bangkok
Saturday,

swimming,

February

feature.
writing

screams

and laughter

in the swimming

pool, the

and resting.
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There was also the "Chao Phraya"
Sometimes

Bangkok was interlaced

(Me Nam) which translates

with hundreds
produce

klong was home to the river people
crude wooden houseboats

temples.

called the "Venice of the East,"

which most of the commercial

the jungle's

of

Jen and I spent the rest of

There was more to Bangkok than its beautiful

to "the river."

by blasting

of klongs

(canals) on

was transported.

The

who lived either on large

or in stilt huts on its banks near

edge.

Today we breakfasted

at 6 A.M. and by 7 Susy had us

board a small engine-driven
to see the river people
most motor-driven

river craft which was to take us

and the famous floating

conveyances

in Bangkok,

markets.

Like

our boat produced

much carbon monoxide.
After athit'ty
to a klong bordered

minute

ride down the river, we turned in-

by coconut palms

and jungle growth.

Here,
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in a residential

area, we saw children

boats into the water.

They happily

iumping off their house-

bathed,

using soap, brushed

their teeth and+p.Layed in the mirky waters.
the banks also bristled
colored

television

with activity.

and sophisticated

the open doors and windows

of these humble

from the floating

One isolated
woman wrapped
white

in a colorful

see and hear

dwellings.

vegetables

through
On the

they had

markets.

scene I remember

well.

A lovely long-haired

sarong had brought

~namel pan down to the kllon9-

form which extended

We could

stereo equipment

bank in front of these huts women washed
purchased

'l'hestilt huts on

Kneeling

from her hut, she washed

her wash in a
on a wooden plat-

each item with

care.

Like hers, most of the huts were made of palm branches&

bamboo

and wood.

Occasionally

we passed

a modern

wooden dwell-

ing with glass windows.
The river and klongs
animals.

served as a graveyard

We saw the corpse of a bloated

gentle waves created by,passing

traffic.

for domestic

dog bobbing

on the

A large waterlogged

hog had been wash up on the bank where it rested on its back,
legs pointing
for western

Needless

to say, this water was unfit

consumption.

Motoring
floating

skyward.

through

markets_

a maze of klongs,

we finally

reached

the

The area teemed with small sampans each filled

with various

kinds of produce:

and tropical

fruits.

betel nuts, duck eggs, vegetables

Some water craft were used as butcher

drink stands and snackbars.

shops,
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Wearing

dark cotton or silk oriental

and wide-brimmed
light rowboats
bunches

straw hats, women merchants
to perspective

of bananas

and most delicious

customers.

for our group.
bananas

Susy bought

their

several

I had ever tasted.

shops along the klong.

wood furniture,

maneuvered

They were the sweetest

We were given fifteen minutes
tourist

shirts, with slacks

to browse

Carved wooden

in the stilt hut
elephants,

teak-

silks and brass ware were some of the many items

for sale.
Our return trip to the inner city of Bangkok

included

more stop, this to Wat Arun, the Temple of Dawn, located
banks of the Chao Phraya.

Probably

structure

with pieces

of fine porcelain,

china

inch step~

t_~h_eight

of forj:;yfe-':~_Lw~~ewe overl.o...oke.d
a compLe~o~

and I discussed
and mandarin

~em leis eight~en

this

qlass.

We returned

We~climhe~_the

made .with a stone base

and colored

numerous shrines

on the

This temple was one of Bangkok's

most famous landmarks.
was decorated

one

and temples.
to the Metro in time for lunch.
our afternoon

orange

juice.

Jen, Tanya

plans over a dish of fried rice

A tour of the Ancient

City could

be had for an extra charge, but one could see the main market
area of Bangkok near the Grand Palace for nothing.
very tired,

I decided

to go to the market

Although

with several others.

Tanya joined me while Jen stayed at the Metro to rest as she
was beginning

to wear down from so much activity.

Nine of us left the hotel for the main avenue

to catch a
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local bus.

The afternoon

reeked of body odors.

was hot and the crowded

wnile the others

seats, Nino and I remained
and braced ourselves
A young pretty
modestly

standing

in our group found

at the front of the bus

for one of the jerkiest

Thai mother

old bus

sitting directly

rides of our lives.
in front of us wa&

nursing her hungry baby.

This was the first time that Nino and I had had an opportunity
chievous

to talk.

His genteel

qualities

sense of humor were beginning

ing responsible

mixed with his mis-

to win me over.

that our group get off at the right

Feel-

stop, he

kept looking out of the bus as we talked.
As in Singapore,
crowded with people
noticed

the streets of Bangkok were almost

and convev-ances.

a large billboard

emerging

At one intersection,

of a gigantic

open-mouthed

from the sea, an ad for the then popular

There were an incredible

number of motorbikes

den mainly

by young men.

in dresses

or skirts sitting

It was a common
sideways

I

shark

movie,

in Bangkok

Jaws.
rid-

sight to see women

behind

these riders.

We saw many more Buddhist monks on the streetslhere
Singa

as

than in

ore.
We arrived

at the market

open stalls bordered
marked

a traffic

one,

grounds where hundreds

side of a large common.

light as our meeting

place

of small

Our group

for 4 P.M.

We then

split up.
Noone

wanted

to join me for a tour of the Grand Palace,

in ieans, a black sleeveless

T-shirt

and sunglasses,

so

and looking
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I thought

like quite the western

Grand Palace on my own.
children

tourist,

As I crossed

and men flying colorful

their gaze upon me--one
short Thais.

I set off for the

the common filled with

ingenious

kites,

tall female westerner

Nevertheless,

I continued

I could feel

amidst innumerable

confidentl

toward m¥

_

destination.
Entering

the front court of the walled

grounds

of the

Grand Palace,

I was taken aback by the grace and grandeur

the buildings

before me.

From its simplest

diose form, Thai architecture
to point its structures
ular, often golden,
antler-like

of

to its most gran~

seemed to use every opportunity

to the sky as seen by the perpendic-

spires of the shrines

and temples

and the

spires that curved up from the apexes and corners

of each tiered roof.
ing, opulent

The architectural

and extremely

detailed.

at the Grand Palace that Yul Brener

style was awe inspirIt was supposedly

here

and Debra Carr played

out

their roles in The King and ~.
My momentary

trance was broken when a young man wearing

a white short sleeve shirt and tan slacksl~pproach~Pand
tioned me to the ticket window.

I bought

and was issued a lovely booklet

describing

the monarchy.
me through

l

the complex.

he a security
tour?

With few words

an admission
the grounds

the young man continued

Thoughts

raced through

me up?

of being alone and decided

I realized

ticket
and
with

my mind.

guard or a guide who would want payment

Or was he picking

mo-

Was

after the

just then the danger

to keep a low profile

while he es-
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corted me.
In broken
soldier
War.

English

this stranger

told me that he was a Thai

and had fought with American! soldiers

He had learned his limited

momentarily

emotional

lives,hit

English from GIs.

as the thought

nam where many of my classmates

of beinq

had fought,

he explained

and I strolled

the history

throuqh

I became

so close to viet-

some losinq their

or dogs.

Passing

with a mural of monkeys,
story it portrayed

a building,

which were

elephants,

cows, lions,

its portico

wall painted

my new companion

elaborated

approached

the Chapel Royal which housed

Here crowds daily paid their respects

memory of Buddha and his teachings.
stood out in rich golds.

Guarded by fierce

bronze

lions which stood erect at three stairways,

up eight stone steps which appeared

hats also guarded
Entering

stones.

Standing

the

to the

The fore court of the

Chapel

and semiprecious

on the

about the "good demon and bad demon monkeys."

We eventually
Buddha.

the Palace grounds,

of the many buildings

guarded by ornate'-statues of warriors,

Emerald

the Vietnam

home.

As this soldier

monkeys

durinq

looking
we walked

to be inlaid with precious
go14en figures

with pointed

the stairways.

the Royal 'Chapel shoeless,

even more opulence.

My companion

the floor, and then whispered
to me as we remained
rested cross-legged

kneeling.

bowed

we kneeled

before

several times, kissing

the story of the Emerald
The small solid

on a high tapered

golden

Buddha

iade Buddha

altar.

It was
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surrounded
sitting.

by golden

Buddhas of various

The traditional

sizes either

standing

life story of Buddha was depicted

or

in

the wall murals of the Chapel.
Several

adolescent

school

girls in dark skirts and white

blouses

with red ties entered

several

times to the Buddha, then bowed their heads in prayer.

Afterward,

they smiled

Buddhists

tainers.

with the exception
celibate

life.

experience

replied

monks

eyes.

and their brass

that in order to earn religious

pile cooked rice and vegetables

The monks

and bowed

our walk.

about the Buddhist

alms pails, my companion
merit,

They kneeled

shyly at me with dark, questioning

We soon left and continued
Upon my inquiry

the Chapel.

rarely speak to anyone,
of their mothers.

Most Buddhist

in these con-

especially

women,

They live an exclusively

boys are given the opportunity

to

life as a monk and then choose to remain monks or to

return to secular life.
On our return to the Palace entrance,
photo,and

he gave me a fragrant

communication
culture.

problem·f it had been stimulating

With several minutes
headed for the market

ious of the milling
dried fish.

the group,

look at the stalls.

The fish and beetle

At one stall,

our

to hear about his

to spare before meeting

food.

Despite

never to see him again.

to have a closer

and others

tured my attention.

infested

white frangipani.

I left him at the entrance

sold clothing

I took my new friend's

a napping

Some

stalls cap-

fish vendor,

crowd, rested his head on his odorous
The women at the beetle

I

oblivfly-

stall were care-
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fully examining
insects

and sniffing

to determine

the undersides

their succulence.

Soon I met the group at the traffic
for the right bus, we met and visited
whose father headed

light.

While waiting

with a teenage

American

the Church of Jesus Christ. of Latter-Day

Saints in Thailand.

Our bus ride back to the hotel was about

as jarring as before.
Metro,

of these large winged

Some of us, thinking

we had passed

the

got off two stops too soon and had to walk the rest of

the way.
When I returned

to our room, Jen appeared

in better

spirits,

and was preparing

contrary,

I was tired and wished

resting.

Instead,

however,

to be rested and

for the evening.

On the

that I could spend the evening

I took a brief nap, bathed

and

dressed.
Our niqht out ln Bangkok

consisted

of a ride across the

Chao Phraya to the Nopakao Room at the Theater Restaurant
the Chao Phraya Paradise.

of

The modexn 'air~conditioned Nopa.kao

Room's decor was elaborately

oriental.

We sat happily

floor at low tables and were served a delicious

on· the

meal by costumed

waitresses.
Classical
instruments

Thai dancing

followed

ices of sparkling

the meal.

with

They moved before

,the. remarkable

stringed

The women dancers, wearing

stones and gorgeous

were crown~d with pointed
stones.

to the sounds of oriental

headdresses

red and gold brocade

bodskirts,

of gold, pea.rls and colored

us with grace and ea.se impressing

agility of their hand movements.

us
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We returned

to the Metro by 10 P.M.

As Jen and I climbed

the stairs to our room, we heard guitar music on the balcony.
Doug, a tall goon-looking

ensign from Springfield,

Missouri,

had invited our group to join him in a sing-along.
night and the pleasant
ending to a perfect

Bangkok
Sunday, February

voice of this troubadour

29
We had the choice

or to take one of two supplemental
River Kwae or to Pattaya
at the Metro.

stant activity
was beginning
her.

excursions--to

I was so exhaust~d

at the hotel

a bridge

to feel ill.

central

I

from a week of con-

The rice diet was not agreeing

Jen
with

We would be eating rice until we

Europe.
hand washing

I joined Jen on the sunny balcony
we chatted,

snme clothes.

overlooking

wrote postcards

Some GIs and girls were enjoying
the pool, yelled

on the

Jenand

that I longed to spend a day doing nothing.

I spent the morning

bikinis,

to remain

Beach on the Gulf of Siam.

But what could she do?

reached

made a romantic

evening.

Today was our own.

remained

The balmy

and made

the pool.

Around noon,

the pool.

In our

journal entries.

Doug, emerging

up to us asking if he could

from

join us after he

changed.
Our afternoon

with Doug ran into evening

of us at the hotel restaurant.
aboard ship confining

finding

He, like his buddies,

and lonely,

and misspd

the three
found life

the companionship

of
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mixed company.
As we were discussing
Captain
vorced

America's

Kent joined our table.
and unattached,

role in the vietnam

War,

This large burly man was di-

unlike Doug

who had a fianc~e waitinq

for him in Missouri.
Doug's fiancee had been instrumental
accept Jesus Christ

as his Savior and Lord.

no longer bound by the world's
freedom.

I could readily

I

to that.

became

life.

to

Now his life was
He had found true
We moved to the

somewhat

heated,

as we dl~cu~s~d,.the Christ-centered

posed to the me-centered
appeared

standards.

relate

balcony where our conversation
against two

in his decision

two

life as op-

But just then, a third sailor

to take our picture,and

our mood changed

abruptly

to

one of joviality.
Before we knew it, our final evening
ended, and these acquaintances
ever

expanding

would\ become

in the tropics had
but names on my

list of ~'fri~nds of the moments. "

